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Introduction 
Many thanks to my panel for taking the time to fill in the Bidding Challenge form. Thanks also to Paul 

Barden and Claire Robinson for testing my form before I sent it live. I’ve picked the plurality panel call 

in every case for the top mark. Many of these problems are close and my marking scheme won’t be 

to everyone’s taste. I’ve tried to reflect the persuasiveness of the panel’s arguments in the scoring, 

although I dare say some of my own biases are still present. Forgive me if I’ve marked down a bid you 

love. 

Hand 1 

 
Marks: 3NT: 100, 5♦: 90, 3♦: 70, 4♦: 50, 2NT: 20 

Votes: 3NT: 14, 5♦: 6, 3♦: 12 

The panel has restricted their choices to three: 3NT, 3♦ and 5♦. 4♦ if natural is a sensible choice too, 

but experts almost all play this as 5♦ and 5♥ these days, so it wasn't picked. We stop spades and if 

our diamonds run we have 9 top tricks, so 3NT makes a lot of sense. 

Kieran Dyke: "3NT: Might steal nine tricks opposite next to nothing." 

Jonathan Mestel: "...Partner knows this is a possible hand type, though he'll be expecting one fewer 

diamond and another honour." 

Important lesson here then: if we do jump to 3NT over an opponent's weak 2, or 1 bid for that matter, 

we are showing a trick-based hand not a balanced high card monster, which should start with a double. 

That being the case, doubling with this hand is very wrong, as partner will either play us for too much 

or insist on hearts. 

Eight pick 3♦, worried that partner may play us for an extra high card and drive us too high or that we 

have a suit cashing against us if we pick 3NT: 

Graham Osborne: "3♦: 3NT is tempting and is my second choice, but partner will play me for more in 

the way of high cards and a suit may be unguarded. 3♦ leaves all options open." 

Our right hand opponent has five to nine points and we have eleven. That of course means that 

partner and the player on our left are still very much in the game. Martin Nygren is concerned that his 

partner may have a decent hand with hearts:  



"3♦: I want to give East a chance to bid 3♥ before bidding 3NT. There is an obvious risk that East bids 

4♥ over a jump to 3NT." 

 

If partner doesn't have hearts, then it's a fair bet our left hand opponent does. They may be 

comfortable bidding 3♥, slightly uncomfortable bidding 4♥ and very uncomfortable bidding 5♥. 

Thinking about how to set our opponents problems, while still giving partner a reasonable idea of our 

hand explains why some panellists choose 5♦: 

David Kendrick: "5♦: I bid what I think I can make. Hard for LHO to judge. If partner bids 6♦, I’ll make 

it. Jump bids over weak bids are on values." 

Welsh International, Simon Richards, simply says: "5♦, make them guess." 

Comparing 5♦ with 3♦, Phil King says:  

"5♦: Generally I like to go slow on freaky hands, but I don't think that will usually help here. For 

instance, if bid 3♦ and partner bids 3♥, I am no better placed than before." 

I suppose we'd bid 3NT after 3♦-3♥, but now partner isn't going to know about our playing strength 

and we may well miss a slam. I'm persuaded by the panel's arguments that 5♦ is better than 3♦. 

 

But top marks goes to the panel’s plurality choice of 3NT. Bob Hamman, the many time World 

Champion from the USA, has a rule named after him: "If there are various sensible choices and 3NT is 

one of them, it should be chosen." A good principle to remember, especially over pre-empts. 

Hand 2 

 

Marks: 3NT: 100, 3♠: 90, Double: 40, Pass: 30, 4♠: 20 

Votes: 3NT: 23, 3♠: 8, Pass: 1 

While pass is tempting, because you have loads of defence to the opponents’ contract and you are a 

bit short of tricks, game is too likely opposite this hand to actually do it. 

So, given that we are going to bid, should we double, bid 3♠ or 3NT? Double may help us reach a 5-4 

spade fit but partner with 5♥ and short clubs will insist on 4♥ too often. Laura Woodruff summarises 

the issues well: 

"3NT: Double is clearly wrong with only a doubleton heart. If partner has a spade fit, tant pis. We're 

never playing in 3NT if I bid 3♠, even if partner has enough points for it." 

As Laura says, her choice of 3NT mostly precludes us reaching 4♠ and the alternative 3♠ mostly 

precludes us reaching 3NT. So the correct choice here is mostly down to whether 4♠ opposite typical 



raises or 3NT is the best contract on average opposite the range of hands partner can have. This is a 

perfect moment to run a simulation, and Phil King has done just that: 

"3NT: I simulated a few hands for this one and the results were close between 3♠ and 3NT. 3♠ might 

even edge it against a good opening leader."  

Well, we can take some comfort that if the pre-emptor is too creative an opening leader, sometimes 

he'll lead spades. So, very close between 3♠ and 3NT with 3NT shading it. David Burn understands the 

lesson of the first two problems of this competition: 

"Didn’t really look at the hand - you never have to, because whenever the opponents open a pre-empt, 

the panel always bids 3NT and quotes Bob Hamman. Fortunately on this occasion I appear to have a 

3NT bid.” 

Hand 3 
 

 

Marks: 1NT:100, 2♣: 60, 2♦: 50, 3♦: 40; 1♠: 20; 2NT: 20 

Votes: 1NT: 19, 2♣: 7, 2♦: 3, 3♦: 2; 1♠: 1 

No bid describes this hand perfectly. We aren't balanced, which means bidding NT is a lie; we have 

more than 15 points, which means that 2♦ is a lie; our diamond suit is quite weak, which means that 

a 3♦ rebid is a lie; we don't have a side four card-suit, which means that 1♠ and 2♣ are lies. So which 

of the lies will lead to the best result on average? 

Roland Wald, the lead commentator on BBO for many years, makes the case for 2♦: 

"2♦: I have the points for 3♦ but not the suit quality. The hand didn't improve after 1♥, so I'll choose 

the slight underbid of 2♦. We are non-vulnerable, so it's not a big deal if we miss a game." 

Chris Cooper prefers: 

"3♦: I’d prefer a better suit and was tempted by 2♦. I don’t like bidding 1N with this shape so 3♦ is 

fairly middle of the road." 

The problem with 3♦ is that strong partners will take your suit seriously, and raise diamonds when 3N 

is right, or look lovingly at Hx in diamonds in a slam auction. I think a quality suit is not something we 

should ever compromise when jump rebidding in a minor. I think Andrew Robson agrees, preferring 

1NT: 

"1NT: Reasonable description of this skewed hand. Hate 3♦." 



Benjy Green likes bidding 2♣ because if the auction continues he gets to give a good description of his 

strength and shape: 

"2♣: For me the alternative is a 1NT rebid showing 15-17 and a balanced hand - my only issue with 

that is that I'm not balanced and if partner goes back to 2♥ that's not likely to be the top spot. By 

rebidding 2♣ I hope to bid 2NT over a 2♦ preference thereby showing stuffing in spades. I could rebid 

1♠ but I don't want partner insisting on spades when he/she holds four of them.” 

One panellist picks the cheaper 3-card suit: 

Simon Richards: "1♠: not sure where we are going so let’s take it slowly."  

Simon doesn't mention why he prefers 1♠ to 2♣, but Benjy's point about the dangers of partner 

insisting on spades with 4 make sense to me. If partner raises clubs, we have a comfortable 3NT bid 

and partner will rarely remove us, whereas I can well imagine having to play a miserable four-three fit 

if we pick 1♠.  

Most of the panel just rebid a 15-17 1NT. they decide THAT is the smallest lie, and that this hand has 

too much game potential to bid a heavy 2♦. The 2♣ bidders may get to define their shape better if 

this becomes a slam auction and the 1NT majority may play 2♥ instead of a ♦ part-score, but their 

partners are pretty well placed to decide whether the partnership is in the game zone or not while 

being able to stay at the one level when minimum.  

Suzanna Gross: "1NT: Showing a strong NT, which I have."  

Tom Townsend, qualifies this a little: "1NT: Near enough."  

Hand 4 

 

Marks: Double: 100; 2♥: 80; 2♦: 75; 3♥: 65; 3♦: 30 

Votes: Double: 21; 2♥: 5; 2♦: 4; 3♥: 2 

The next two problems explore protective bidding after an overcall is passed round to us when we 

hold a shortage in one of the other suits. When the duplicate world switched over to negative doubles, 

40+ years ago, it promised the old-fashioned school of rubber bridge players that they could pass after 

an overcall with their penalty doubles and they would be protected by the opener doubling for them 

in the balancing seat. When should we honour our ancestors’ promise to protect our partner’s penalty 

double, and when should we make a more descriptive call instead? 

Before we think about whether to double, let's explore what the panellists who aren't doubling choose 

instead. Do we bid our diamonds, and if we choose to bid hearts, is 2♥ enough? Recent Junior 

International, Will Roper, says: 



"2♥: I personally am and was a big advocate of showing Diamonds on these hands and helping partner 

judge. However, from past experience I have learnt not to do this on this kind of hand (good 6♥) playing 

pairs." 

London Pro-circuit legend, known to most as the Saucepan, agrees:  

Szczepan: "2♥: Happy to rebid my hearts and ready to bid 3♦ over opponents 2♠."  

Graham Osborne, too, chooses: "2♥: Don't want to play 2♦ if partner is 1-3 in the red suits."  

Most of our 2♦ bidders compare their choice to double rather than suggesting why it is better than 

2♥, but Sonia Zakrzewski suggests we will miss fewer games protecting with 2♦ rather than 2♥:  

"2♦: Partner would raise with 3 card ♥ support (and so we can assume he doesn't have that unless 

very weak). But we might still make 4♥ if partner has something like Ax 10x Qxxxx xxx ...if there is a 

3♦ raise, the 3♥ bid after will show 6-4 and we might get to play in 4♥."  

It's a good point, and would persuade me at IMPs, but the panel's verdict is that insisting on the higher 

scoring strain at pairs is more important - we may still get to show our diamonds via Szczepan's route, 

anyway. 

Most of the Panel choose to double, and that gets the top mark - it's important to honour those 

promises to the ancestors when we at all can, and here, most auctions seem to work out fine for us.  

If partner does have a penalty pass, we aren't unhappy - we have an extra spade than we might have, 

and partner is likely to start on hearts which will be good for the defence, setting up over-ruffs of 

declarer. 

Ankush Khandelwal: "Double followed by 2♥ showing a good hand is a fair description; 4♥ could be on 

with as little as the K♠ and Q♦ from partner." 

Cameron Small: "Double: Happy if goes all pass otherwise will remove 2♣ to 2♥." 

Hand 5 

 

Marks: 2♦:100, Pass: 90, 3♦: 90, 2♥: 70, Double: 40 

Votes: 2♦:13 Pass: 9, 3♦: 1, 2♥: 5, Double: 4 

We have a lot fewer doublers this time. That promise to protect partner's penalty double is still over-

ridingly important to some of the panel though:  

Burn: “Double: Sure, they might wake up and bid the cold six spades. But you just have to double with 

these, because if partner has a penalty double you’ll get a stupid result if you don’t. Say you bid 2♦ - 



you’ll get an angry 3NT from across the table and you’ll have no idea whether that’s the right contract 

or not.” 

Most simply rebid their longest suit.  

Ankush Khandelwal: “2♦: We have a minimum shapely hand that is happy to play in 2♦, if we double 

and hear 2♠ from partner we will have to bid 3♦ which is too much for what we have.” 

Roland Wald makes a point about how 2♦ p 3♦ may block out right-hand opponent’s potential 2♠ 

bid, whereas double p 2♦ won’t. 

“Nice suit, let's bid diamonds again. Partner may have a penalty of 2♣, but whereas my hand has great 

offensive strength, it has very little on defence. The problem with double is also that it may give RHO 

the opportunity to get spades in. As the Germans say, ‘plusschreiben und gewinnen.’” 

So the panel has decided it doesn’t like double. A disproportionate number of the top internationals 

on the panel are so nervous of that missing spade suit, they are passing this out, suspecting that the 

opponents can do better in spades than clubs. 

Tom Townsend: “Pass: This time I surrender. They may have the highest suit.” 

Andrew Robson “Pass: I’m sorry but my lack of spades is too problematic.” 

Kieran Dyke: “Pass: The singleton spade suggests that they have a better spot than this.” 

I decided to drill into this a bit more and investigate whether we should really pass out such a pretty 

hand for fear of the spade suit. I estimated our % score bidding 2♦ in a field passing out 2♣. My results 

were unconvincing either way. Passing this out or reopening with 2♦ probably scores about the same 

in the long run. 

I awarded 100 to the panel’s plurality choice, 2♦. 

Martin Garvey came up with a solo-effort that shows deep thinking into the issues: 

“3♦: Someone holds Spades and it is not me. LHO is waiting for you to bid at the two level and to 

bounce off you say with 2♠ or Double [4♠ could easily be on]. It is close between Pass and 3♦. Good 

Diamond suit so 3♦ it is.” 

 I have an admiration for Martin’s unusual call, avoiding that dangerous 2♠ call our LHO may be aching 

to make, while still not having to defend with this nice offensive hand. I'd like to have talked it through 

with my partner first, though, to stop us getting too deep. Without discussion it shows a stronger hand 

than this. I’m convinced, though, that it’s an excellent solution if your partner won’t punish you for it. 

Hand 6 

 



Marks: 2♦: 100, 1NT: 80, Pass: 80, 3♦: 50, 2NT: 30, Double: 10 

Votes: 2♦: 15, 1NT: 8, Pass: 5, 3♦: 2, Double: 2 

Since we play double as four spades, perhaps not the best treatment, we need to choose between 

bidding our diamonds, bidding NT or passing and acting later. There's a very good chance our 

opponents don't have a fit on this hand, so some panellists pass, awaiting developments, preserving 

the option of defending: 

Charlie Bucknell, junior international: “Pass: The hand reeks of misfits and I enjoy watching my 

opponents play in these. I am happy to double 3H and any number of NTs, if opps bid 2♣ I can make a 

takeout double to get back in.” 

Paul Gibbons: “Pass: yum yum... 1♠ is forcing these days... hope I didn’t think too long and scare the 

pigeons... will start doubling...” 

I think if we had the ♥J and perhaps only KJTx in ♦, we'd have got a lot more doublers. How confident 

can we be that defending 1NT doubled will be best with such a weak holding in hearts? 1NT is one 

alternative to defending: 

Kieran Dyke: “1NT: It's a cheap bid and it shows my strength accurately. I've seen too many off-shape 

takeout doubles lately to want to bid a four card minor suit.” 

The most popular bid is 2♦,  after all we want a diamond lead, and partner will be well placed to get 

us to 3♦ over 2M when it's right. We may waste partner’s heart shortage if we pick NT and watch the 

opponents cash hearts. 

Ankush Khandelwal: “2♦: A little heavy, but we only have 4♦ and partner might have only 3, perhaps 

even 2 on a bad day. 1N is an option but not excited about that prospect with such weak hearts.”  

Although we are close to the values required for 3♦, we don't have enough trumps, and 3♦ doesn't 

get much support. 

Former World Champion, Erik Saalensminde: “2♦: Don’t like 3♦ with a 4 card suit.” 

Hand 7 

 

Marks: 4♦: 100, 6NT: 90, 4♠: 80, 5NT: 70, 4NT: 30, 4♣: 30 

Votes: 4♦: 13, 6NT: 7, 4♠: 7, 5NT: 3, 4NT: 2 



Partner has shown extra values, clubs and hearts and a spade stop - probably the King. The panel is 

mostly driving a slam. Two panellists merely invite with 4NT, but I can’t see that slam can ever be 

worse than the diamonds coming in opposite a singleton, and that is already 52%. There are many 

minimums opposite which we simply give up a diamond and claim, too. There are still two questions: 

“Is a good grand-slam biddable?” and “Do we want to play in diamonds instead of NT?” 

Some entrants may bid 4NT, intending it as Blackwood, but raising a natural 3NT to 4NT should always 

just be an invite to bid a slam. 

We can make a grand-slam opposite ♠K, ♥A the ♦J and the ♣AK, which is well within partner's range 

of hands. For this reason the plurality of the panel advance with 4♦. 

Will we be able to bid the grand opposite that hand? I think it's possible, via an exchange of major suit 

cue bids, and us then bidding 5♠ as a grand slam try. Partner should realise he needs a little piece in 

diamonds to cooperate given we didn’t jump to 4♦ instead of bidding 3♦ and shouldn't cooperate 

with 6♣ without one. If partner isn't going to be able to draw such subtle inferences, it's probably 

equally good to just bid a slam straight away. 

Phil King: “4♦: We probably belong in 6♦, but it's too early to say. I am driving slam and we may have 

a grand. After it continues 4H 4S, maybe partner can take control.” 

Some panellists bid 4♠, but I don't think that helps partner judge his ♦J. When do we need to play 

diamonds rather than NT? Weirdly, when partner has AJ hearts and a singleton diamond as there is a 

risk of the opponents setting up a heart trick on the lead to cash when they get in with their diamond 

stop. For that reason I don't think 5NT "pick a slam" helps us that much.  

The second most popular choice is to just bid a slam: 

Gareth Birdsall: “6NT: We haven't got a fit, and partner isn't likely to have more than 19 HCP. 7 doesn't 

look favourite.” 

I agree, seven isn’t favourite, but I don’t think we risk anything going a little more slowly, just in case. 

Hand 8 

 

Marks: 2♥: 100, 3♣: 70, 4♣ 50: 4♠: 50, 3♦: 50, 3♠: 30 

Votes: 2♥: 25, 3♣: 5, 4♠: 1, 3♦: 1 

This hand-type has been seen in bidding competitions multiple times. It's the one time reversing into 

a three card major shouldn't cause us a problem. If partner raises hearts, they have 4 hearts, and since 

they bid spades before hearts on the previous round, that means they have five plus ♠s. If partner 

continues over the reverse with 2♠, we can splinter in diamonds, getting across a pretty accurate 



description of our hand. Many panellists have specific methods for this type of hand, but the invented 

reverse is fine for most. 

Graham Osborne: “2♥: Safe as if partner has 4♥ they will have five spades. Far too strong for 3♣and 

high level spade raises on 3 card support are unnecessary.” 

Peter Hasenson: “2♥: Classic position. If partner raised hearts, she has 5 or more spades.” 

It’s not entirely without risk – over a jump to game in our reverse, “preference” sounds like a cue-bid, 

and partners have been known to pass a reverse. You can address those points in discussion with your 

partner, if you wish, by making reverses forcing and by never jump raising. If we aren't bidding 2♥, the 

natural alternative is 3♣, but that clearly risks missing a good spade game, and is probably an underbid 

even without the considerations of fit. 

Committing to spades, to avoid languishing in 3♣, via a 3♦ splinter or 4♣ bid or by directly raising 

spades may work out at game level - even in a 4x3 fit opposite quite a weak hand you may be able to 

cash some top tricks and cross ruff to get to ten tricks. 

David Kendrick: “4♠: Partner hasn’t bid one-red. I’m not risking staying out of game.” 

The risk is that partner drives to a spade slam with insufficient trumps. It would be a disaster to play a 

routine 6♣ hand in 6♠ needing a 3-3 break. 



Panellists Summary 

 

Congratulations to Ankush Khandelwal on matching the wisdom of the crowd the best, and thanks 

again everyone for your help. 

Response 1 Response 2 Response 3 Response 4 Response 5 Response 6 Response 7 Response 8 Total Score

Ankush Khandelwal 3NT 3NT 1NT Double 2♦ 2♦ 4♦ 2♥ 800

Andrew Robson 3NT 3♠ 1NT Double Pass 2♦ 4♦ 2♥ 780

Phil King 5♦ 3NT 1NT Double Pass 2♦ 4♦ 2♥ 780

Anonymous 3NT 3♠ 1NT Double Pass 2♦ 6NT 2♥ 770

Alan Shillitoe 3NT 3NT 1NT Double 2♦ 1NT 4♠ 2♥ 760

Paul Gibbons 5♦ 3♠ 1NT Double 2♦ Pass 4♦ 2♥ 760

Tom Townsend 3NT 3NT 1NT Double Pass Pass 6NT 2♥ 760

Laura Woodruff 3NT 3NT 1NT Double 2♦ 2♦ 6NT 3♣ 760

Peter Hasenson 3♦ 3NT 1NT Double Pass 2♦ 4♦ 2♥ 760

Paul Lamford 3NT 3NT 1NT Double Pass 2♦ 5NT 2♥ 760

Kieran Dyke 3NT 3NT 1NT Double Pass 1NT 5NT 2♥ 740

Will Roper 3NT 3♠ 1NT 2♥ 2♥ 2♦ 4♦ 2♥ 740

Szczepan 3NT 3♠ 1NT 2♥ 2♥ 1NT 4♦ 2♥ 720

Paul Huggins 3♦ 3NT 2♣ Double 2♥ 2♦ 4♦ 2♥ 720

Jonathan Mestel 3NT 3♠ 1NT Double Double 2♦ 4♠ 2♥ 720

Graham O 3♦ 3NT 2♣ 2♥ Pass 2♦ 4♦ 2♥ 720

Richard Plackett 5♦ 3NT 1NT Double 2♥ 1NT 4♠ 2♥ 720

Cameron Small 3♦ 3NT 2♣ Double 2♦ 1NT 4♠ 2♥ 710

Martin Garvey 3NT 3NT 2♣ Double 3♦ 3♦ 4♠ 2♥ 700

Ben Green 3♦ 3NT 2♣ 2♦ 2♦ Pass 6NT 2♥ 695

Simon Richards 5♦ 3NT 1♠ Double 2♦ 1NT 4♦ 2♥ 690

Erik saelensminde 3♦ 3NT 1NT 2♦ 2♦ 2♦ 5NT 3♣ 685

Sonia Zakrzewski 5♦ 3♠ 2♦ 2♦ 2♦ 1NT 6NT 2♥ 675

David Kendrick 5♦ 3NT 1NT Double Double 1NT 4♦ 4♠ 670

Susanna Gross 3NT 3NT 1NT 3♥ 2♦ Double 6NT 2♥ 665

Richard Bowdery 3♦ 3♠ 1NT 2♦ Pass 2♦ 4NT 2♥ 655

David Burn 3♦ 3NT 2♣ Double Double 2♦ 4♠ 3♣ 650

Chris Cooper 3♦ 3NT 3♦ 2♥ 2♦ 3♦ 6NT 2♥ 630

Martin Nygren 3♦ 3NT 2♦ Double Double 2♦ 4♠ 3♣ 620

Charlie Bucknell 3NT Pass 3♦ Double 2♦ Pass 4♦ 3♦ 600

Gareth Birdsall 3♦ 3NT 2♣ 2♥ Double Pass 4NT 2♥ 590

Roland Wald 3♦ 3NT 2♦ 3♥ 2♦ Double 4♦ 3♣ 565


